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Introduction

What have we set as the visual language of medical devices? Why do so many convey

weakness instead of healing, austerity instead of vibrancy, or artificiality instead of humanity?

These opportunities are lost due to reliance on an age-old false dichotomy. The supposed contrast

arises between aesthetics and functionality: a technology can either be state-of-the-art, highly

functional—and ugly; or it can be beautiful yet simplistic. Medical devices, technologies that

supplant and supplement bodily functions, are victims of this shortsightedness. The most

susceptible category of these devices are ones that are noticeably worn by the patient. Therefore,

the subset provides an appropriate starting point to dismantle the form vs. function debate. This

investigation aims to answer, in part, the following question: How can aesthetics add to the

function of highly visible assistive medical devices?

The ideal appearance of assistive devices continues to be debated by social groups

beyond just patients. Instead of defining one perfect approach to medical device aesthetics, this

research intends to facilitate the creation of wearable assistive devices that are readily embraced

by users. This is accomplished by understanding aesthetics as a way to augment a device’s

function, not as a last-minute drain on engineering resources. Function for a medical device

extends beyond mechanical motion or chemical reactions; it can also include patient compliance,

improved mental health, and reduction of social stigma. For example, optimizing function with

appearance will help patients feel comfortable, even empowered, when using a technology that

addresses differences or deficiencies in their bodily function. Medical devices are built out of

compassion for our fellow members of society. This compassion is most impactful when patients

are provided with compelling and substantive solutions.
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Background and Context

Highly visible assistive medical devices can primarily take the form of prosthetics

(technology used to replace a part of the body), orthotics (technology used to support or enhance

the body), or implants (embedded technology that supports bodily functions). All are frequently

worn by the patient and are likely to be noticed by an outside observer, especially if the

manufacturer has not taken appearance into account.

Over time, the devices have changed in response to design goals. Prosthetics have

evolved with the primary goal of becoming more similar to their respective body parts in ability,

with some focus on appearance. However, some prosthetics are now created to emphasize the

difference in an engaging manner (Sansoni et. al, 2016). For example, prosthetic limb design can

embrace a “cyborg” ideology or prosthetic eyes can display unnatural colors and patterns.

Orthotics began as simple, hand-crafted machines, adjusted to mass-production, and are now

experiencing a resurgence in custom design and aesthetic consideration due to advances in

additive manufacturing (Barrios-Muriel et al., 2020). Implants utilize relatively new technology

and have, in recent years, undergone efforts to reduce stigma and improve appearance. A good

example is the insulin pump: some users of insulin pump implants keep them hidden, while

others decorate them with stickers (Farrington, 2016).

Multiple social groups are affected by the creation and use of these assistive medical

devices, most obviously injured and disabled people. The actions and opinions of these users are

crucial. While less central to the story, medical device manufacturers, research labs, engineers,

and designers benefit financially from the production of the devices and have significant

influence on their design (as a researcher building an exoskeleton, I am part of the producers

myself). The key distinction between users and producers is the relationship of each group with
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the devices. Financial benefits may drive the creation of the technology, but they do not

determine how it is used.

A patient’s choice of when and how to wear a device is driven by function and response

to societal stigma. Western society applies many negative connotations to disability, and

outgroup members often conclude that a disabled individual is “lesser” than an able-bodied

person (Darc Piculo dos Santos et al., 2020). The users of highly visible assistive medical

devices are acutely exposed to these negative perceptions. Their devices are integrated with their

bodies, affecting their own and others’ perception of themselves. If a device leads to an

individual being singled out, exposed to prejudice, or feeling self-conscious, it heightens

disability stigma.

This stigma must be considered when weighing priorities for assistive medical devices.

The users are often vulnerable members of society, exposed to prejudice on top of physical

disadvantages. As J. E. Harris describes in “The Aesthetics of Disability,” standing out can be

harmful, as “collective tastes for normative representation of beauty, health, and effortlessness

situate people with atypical sensory markers as risky” (Harris, 2019, p. 960). A maximally

effective device should optimize the experience of the user with respect to this kind of stigma,

whether by taking up as little visual weight as possible or by introducing aesthetically pleasing

elements (Sansoni et. al, 2014; 2016). Device design balances what will be regularly and

willingly used by patients with what will be ideal for their rehabilitation. If a device is visually

unappealing, a patient may not use it as frequently as intended, which changes the desired

treatment outcome (Darc Piculo dos Santos et al., 2020; Law et al., 2016). A technology with

greatest effectiveness may not put the patient through medically ideal conditions in order to

account for these social factors.
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Literature

Researchers agree that a consideration of aesthetics can improve user satisfaction with

assistive medical devices. Many authors recognize the benefits of aesthetically minded prosthetic

limbs, while diverging on the ideal design focus. On one hand, Cairns et. al (2014) and Carroll &

Fyfe (2004) argue that prosthetics that most accurately mimic the original limb are superior.

They promote the idea of “cosmesis,” the “preservation, restoration, or bestowing of bodily

beauty,” for improvement of amputees’ mental health (cosmesis, n.d.). On the other hand,

Sansoni et. al (2016) emphasize prosthetics that add some sort of visual appeal, whether natural

or artificial. Overall, according to their earlier work, aesthetically attractive prostheses improve

the emotional well-being of the user (Sansoni et. al, 2014).

Findings from additional, more varied, studies point to this increase in performance and

user satisfaction. Law et. al (2016) noticed that user compliance increases with aesthetically

pleasing scoliosis braces. Patients are more likely to use a device, from acapella® breathers, to

epinephrine injectors, to scoliosis braces, if it looks and feels appealing to them (Lang et. al,

2013; Macadam et. al, 2012; Law et. al, 2016). Not only this, if the appearance of a device is

neglected, such as with prosthetics, there can be negative psychological consequences (Luximon

et. al, 2019). It is also relevant to note that aesthetics is one of the most common factors assessed

by questionnaires evaluating the satisfaction of patients with orthotic devices (Bettoni et. al,

2016). This indicates a concern for aesthetics from designers and third parties, who acknowledge

the impact it can have on users.

Literature also points to ways that considering aesthetics in medical device design gives

the device additional features. As will be expanded on in future sections, orthotics can function

as jewelry or other adornment (San Pedro Orozco et. al, 2019). The device then no longer serves
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as a symbol of weakness—it becomes a positive accessory. Making assistive medical devices

aesthetically pleasing can actively reduce social stigma for the user (Farrington, 2016; Harris,

2019; O’Kane et. al, 2015). The trading in of negative connotations for positive ones upgrades

the technology to the uplifting position of advocacy, motivation, and empowerment.

Ultimately, Luximon et. al (2019) proposes, in the context of prosthetics, a bold

assessment of the aesthetic contribution: assistive medical devices satisfy a basic function, or

lowest level, on Maslow’s hierarchy of human needs, but beautiful devices address the highest

psychological well-being and self-fulfillment needs. Humans are elevated from living to thriving

when supported beyond the minimum. The opportunity to control one’s own presentation, as

with considerations of visuals on medical wearables, is an excellent starting point for a patient to

flourish.

Methods

The evidence needed to properly address the research question is devices in the category

of wearable, highly visible assistive medical devices. Areas of interest include their usage by

patients, regardless of the manufacturer’s intentions, and the features contributing to their

appearances when “worn” by patients. A snapshot of these was compiled by searching for

relevant devices in manufacturer catalogs, online academic databases, and website sale pages. In

addition, examples of alternative or expanded functions made possible by aesthetic

considerations were found in scholarly literature on assistive medical devices. To avoid simply

compiling another literature review on the impact of aesthetics, any source that identified a

relevant device and its uses was considered, whether or not it commented on design intentions.
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In order to collect evidence rigorously and systematically, a short list of devices was

chosen to exhaust searches to a reasonable extent. These are: cochlear implants, hearing aids,

orthotic braces, and diabetes management devices. They were chosen for being recognizable, but

not so highly researched that an exhaustive search would be unreasonable (prosthetics fall into

the latter category). The keywords used to find relevant sources were the name of the device plus

“aesthetics,” “appearance,” or “cosmetic” in Google Scholar. To reduce confirmation bias, every

relevant source was summarized regardless of contribution to perceived trends. This evidence

was processed with bullet-point distillation of devices and their uses. It was then analyzed

according to the lens of additional device functions gained by a consideration of aesthetics.

Results

The following cases explore three types of highly visible assistive medical devices and

the ways that aesthetics are incorporated into their design. They identify commercially available

devices and their aesthetic options, innovations made by device designers and researchers, and

aftermarket adjustments and accessories created by the users themselves. The potential benefits

of cosmetic considerations are highlighted as additional features of the device.

Among the devices, three clear new features emerged: serving as adornment and

accessories, increasing feelings of agency, and combating negative perceptions of disability.
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Case A: Hearing Aids and Cochlear Implants

Current market options for hearing aids and cochlear implants vary somewhat in form,

but do not offer much in the way of aesthetic personalization. Hearing aids on the market come

in four primary types, each presenting its own tradeoff between visibility, obtrusiveness to the

inner ear, and ease of use (Everett, 2023). These are shown in Figure 1. In general, upscale

hearing aids can be found in a small range of metallic and neutral colors (GN Consumer Hearing

Corporation, 2024; hearX Group, 2024). However, some models, especially lower-cost options,

are only available in a single silver or light tan color (Lucid Hearing, 2024; Audien Hearing,

2024). The slim range of color options is shown in Figure 2. When it comes to cochlear implants,

Cochlear, one of the most dominant manufacturers, produces three different designs in varying

sizes and colors. The least obtrusive of these is the Baha, or bone-anchored hearing aid.

However, the products all vary in function and features, which are likely to be the primary

influence on a patient’s choice (Cochlear, 2024) There is little to no customization available to

the patient after they have made a selection based on functionality. Some manufacturers advertise

their cochlear implants as “bionic ears” (Campbell, 2005, p. 2). This positive reframing of the

implant’s function could act as a palliative for internalized disability stigma, but it does not

address the impression of a person upon seeing the device in use.

Instead, the adjustment of the device’s impression has been taken on by some proactive

makers. With some savvy enhancement, the placement and visibility of a hearing aid lends itself

well to usage as an accessory or adornment. One example of this are the custom ear molds

created by Mike Sonnenberg in Figure 3, which elevate hearing aids from clinical to fashionable.
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Figure 1

Four Primary Styles of Hearing Aids (Everett, 2023)

Figure 2

The Color Range for Lexie Lumen (hearX Group, 2024) versus Atom (Audien Hearing, 2024)

Hearing Aids
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Figure 3

Custom Ear Molds by Mike Sonnenberg (2017a; 2017b)

Another instance of accessorizing comes from proactive users in Profita et. al (2016;

2018), which describes the inner workings of a Facebook forum of hearing aid and cochlear

implant customizers. These users decorate their assistive devices using do-it-yourself materials

such as nail polish, stickers, and tape in order to add to self-expression and personalization of the

devices. Not only does the improved appearance reduce a visual blight, it causes the wearer to

feel more in control of their image. On the consumer end, acting to improve aesthetics with

cochlear implants and hearing aids brings a sense of agency.

During the device design phase, there is still room for attention to self-expression,

however. Studies and interviews with the aim of engaging patients in the design of their own

devices reveal additional benefits of aesthetic consideration in early stages. Wilde & Marti

(2018) conducted a workshop with deaf women, jewelry makers, and engineers to design
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alternative devices for hearing assistance with a novel aesthetic focus. The workshop was rooted

in co-design, which helped the deaf women feel in control of their bodies and technologies. It

also reframed disability to reduce social stigma: by focusing on the fashion, expression, and

augmentation potential of wearable hearing aids, the devices are not simply a solution for a

deficiency. When Ellington & Lim (2013) interviewed teenagers about their ideal hearing aids,

some adolescent girls imagined them to look like earrings. A hearing-aid earring adds an

accessory dimension to the device, making it fashionable and cool. In particular, one female

participant who was interested in fashion design drew plans for a light-up earring-style hearing

aid with mirrored elements. Her re-envisioned hearing aid has the potential to feed her creativity

and desire to accessorize her outfits. Other adolescent girls, meanwhile, reported hiding their

cochlear implants with hair or other disguises (Hilton et al., 2013; Ellington & Lim, 2013). A

different device design with unobtrusiveness in mind might fulfill the additional function of

eliminating the visual impact, not just the functional/behavioral effects, of a hearing disability.

Whether maximizing a positive visual impact or minimizing a negative one, devices designed

with these appearances in mind would be more useful than the status quo.

Whether undertaken by the device’s manufacturer or user, attempts to improve the

appearance of cochlear implants and hearing aids lead to new dimensions of the device’s

function. These include critical self-expression to gain control over a disability, accessorizing for

visual appeal, and the potential elimination of the effects visually, not just functionally or

behaviorally. One theme of note across examples of aesthetic customization is the involvement

of the user—no matter the side of the design process, user input is essential to maximize the

aesthetics of a device.
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Case B: Orthotic Braces

Orthotic braces are widely produced across the medical device industry. Orthotic

companies today offer a small variety of colors within design styles that seem similarly sporty,

especially within the category of fabric braces (Bauerfeind, 2024; Orliman, 2024, BSN medical

Inc., 2015). They are also notable for the wide variety of materials and manufacturing methods

that can be used in a successful product. As opposed to the highly technical cochlear implants

and insulin pumps, many functional examples are even homemade. This accessibility leads to a

wealth of academic and aftermarket innovations.

First, the added feature of accessorizing with appearance-minded orthotics is exemplified

by braces specifically created to look like pieces of jewelry. San Pedro Orozco et. al (2019),

Bush & ten Hompel (2017), Park & Cho (2011), and McKee & Rivard (2011) have designed

metallic braces for fingers, wrists, ankles, and knuckles. As with hearing aids and cochlear

implants, the idea of a highly-visible assistive medical device fulfilling the additional function of

an adornment is novel and appealing. Bush and ten Hompel (2017) refer to this as “therapeutic

jewellery,” which “functions as a crafted object to offer dignity and grace to people’s lives,” (p.

101). Heightened dignity comes in part from an increase in communication for the patient, as

noted by Park & Cho (2011). The option of a beautiful orthotic brace gives the user more agency,

and therefore a stronger sense of connection with the device itself. It also increases the amount of

control the user has over their self-presentation. They can better communicate their aesthetic

preferences with an emphasized orthotic as jewelry.

One new innovation is a divorce from the ubiquitous flesh-toned orthotic. González et al.,

(2012) endeavor to understand users’ needs regarding fabric orthotics, among other devices used

by disabled people. They suggest that patients should get to choose the colors and patterns on
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orthotics, as common peaches and tans are not appealing. In this vein, when Law et. al (2016)

interviewed adolescent scoliosis patients about their ideal back brace, the aesthetic elements

mentioned were custom colors, graphics, and embellishments. The contrast between the

traditional scoliosis brace and newer designs, like the James Dyson Award-winning Airy brace,

is visible in Figure 4. The adolescents’ desire for change stems in part from disability stigma.

Multiple patients mentioned disliking flesh-tone braces because they are “the same color as a

prosthesis which disabled people use,” (Law et. al, 2016, p. 879). This comment is particularly

noteworthy because it simultaneously disdains disabled people and denies the patient’s own

relationship to disability. If stigma is so ubiquitous as to arise both internally and externally, any

lessening of negative associations is a crucial benefit. Additional benefits of steering away from

standard brace designs are supported by Lahoud et. al (2020), whose research on ankle braces

indicates that added graphics make them desirable to children: a Superman design imbues a

young girl with super speed, and a butterfly pattern gives another an accessory to show off. The

more desirable, the better; regular usage of braces is crucial for treatment outcomes.

Figure 4

Standard Scoliosis Brace (ScoliosisPTJax, 2020) vs. the Airy Scoliosis Brace (Englefield, 2022)
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When it comes to agency, innovations in additive manufacturing methods have made it

easier to create nontraditional-looking orthotics according to users’ desires. A prototype

3D-printed orthosis took advantage of the manufacturing method to add an appealing “Voronoi

pattern”—a geometry that creates cell-like links to maximize strength while minimizing material

used (Agudelo-Ardila et al., 2018, p. 4). This accomplishes two features at once: it makes the

brace a more efficient use of material while increasing its cosmetic interest. Meanwhile, a

3D-printed orthotic design developed by Portnova et al. (2018) touts its versatility in aesthetic

options via choices of component and strap colors. 3D printing is fast and cheap enough that it

allows for increased flexibility. The designers’ results after surveying patients also indicated the

variability in tastes from person to person, as the category of “aesthetics” had the largest spread

in participant rankings. User satisfaction with aesthetics can be maximized and added onto

existing satisfaction with device performance, especially given advances in manufacturing that

allow for quick and easy customization.

While many adjustments to orthotic braces in service of cosmetic appeal have led to

designs that positively highlight the device, there are also aesthetically minded devices that

minimize its appearance. In response to performance issues with traditional rigid-frame scoliosis

braces, Matthews & Wynne (2021) designed a brace using elastomeric fabric. The result was an

athleisure-style bodysuit that is significantly more discreet and, the authors assert, ensures much

more regular use by patients. Different patients are differently susceptible to self-consciousness

when wearing an orthotic device. Aesthetic consideration in the design process can account both

for people who want to show off and who want to keep devices hidden. Once again, patient

agency is increased and disability stigma is diminished.
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Design researchers and patients, working together, have created orthotic braces that

improve on the aesthetics of mass-market devices. Whether adding colors and patterns, turning

braces into jewelry, or customizing structures and textures with additive manufacturing, this

additional attention augments the brace’s functionality. New approaches to braces do not just

support body parts—they lessen stigma, offer adornment, and increase satisfaction.

Case C: Diabetes Management Devices

Contemporary diabetes management requires two primary devices: an insulin pump and a

glucose monitor. Insulin pumps allow for automatic insulin dosing, rather than the more

traditional self-monitoring of blood sugar levels and administration of injections. Glucose

monitors are sold either as small meters, which read a drop of the patient's blood on a test strip,

or a small continuously monitoring white sticker on the body (Abbot, 2019). Pumps are sold

either as devices about the size of a cell phone with a tube that connects into the body or as more

discreet patches on the abdomen (Medtronic, 2013; Bowen & Allender, 2016). Patch pumps, as

argued by Laubner et al. (2019) increase flexibility and compliance due to the absence of tubes.

Even newer devices combine glucose monitors and pumps (Lal & Leelarathna, 2023). Many

users still use the two separately, however, as shown in Figure 5. Scheiner (2012) identifies the

visual consumer choices as “color options, clip/case quality, physical dimensions, tubing versus

tubeless (patch), and general appearance,” (p. 129).
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Figure 5

Insulin Pump and Continuous Glucose Monitor (Medtronic, 2013)

Design of these devices sometimes intends to mimic other non-medical technology.

Hazelton et al. (2019) classifies this idea as an enhancement of the aesthetic appearance. Discreet

design, they argue, whether by hiding or disguising an insulin pump, can make it look “less

‘medical’ and more beautiful” (p. 177). Some producers have attempted to meet this challenge,

such as a company that designed a combination glucose monitor and insulin pump that looked

like a USB stick (Brookes, 2010). Rentschler & Nothwehr (2021) examine insulin pens and

pumps on the market as devices that replace a syringe’s medical connotations with more positive

ones of writing implements and mobile phones. Other designs mimic pagers, mp3 players, and
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iPhones. Overall, intentionally adjusting the appearance of devices to look less medical removes

many of the negative connotations for patients and observers. It can even spark a change in

public mentality from diabetics being sick to being people living full lives (Brookes, 2010).

Beyond major manufacturers, engineers are rethinking the design of diabetes technology.

From a contact lens sensor to color-changing tattoo ink, there are now many innovations for

monitoring glucose levels (Elsherif et al., 2022; Yetisen et al., 2019). These innovations

prioritize form and function. The contact lenses allow patients to discreetly manage their

condition with the choice of when to reveal it to others. Tattoo ink, besides decorating a patient’s

body, could enhance it with futuristic features that make it arguably more interesting than a fully

abled body. On the insulin pump side, Faraji & Kasiri (2013) designed a new system for Iranians

with aesthetics in mind. They added a range of metallic colors for adults, bright colors for

children, soft edges, and visual cohesiveness between the pump and monitor. With all of these

new designs, users can gain a “sense of distinction and uniqueness…rather than inducing illness

as a medical device” (p. 126). The visual coordination could be especially beneficial compared to

the standard. Pumps and glucose monitors are not guaranteed to look good together. Attention to

cohesiveness across devices that are used multiple times a day could replace feelings of clutter

with an appreciation of beauty.

Consumer adjustments to their diabetes devices draw attention to them by making them

intentionally decorative. While Ritholz et al. found in 2007 that highly visible insulin pumps

prompted “feelings of being different and less acceptable,” (p. 553), in a more recent thesis work

Peterson (2023) concludes that increased visibility of diabetes management devices allows

diabetic users to identify themselves to others. Since diabetes is otherwise invisible, this can

strengthen relationships between diabetics to form a positive community. It could also draw
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neutral or positive attention to the condition to make it seem more normal, reducing the

“othering” that many medical conditions receive. This may be, in part, why there are now a wide

variety of pump and glucose monitor embellishments sold by third-party companies. Multiple

commercial businesses sell bright-colored and patterned stickers for nearly every available

device, shown in Figure 6 (Pump Peelz, 2024; Type One Style, 2024; Pimp My Diabetes, 2024).

Pals et al. (2021) and Farrington (2016) noticed this as a phenomenon among users of all ages.

They see device decorations as a way of challenging negative perceptions. Making a device more

noticeable, as long as it is visually appealing, can connect patients to others and work towards

eliminating stigma.

Diabetes management devices are unique in that they can be a collection of individual

tools or one closed-loop system. Despite this variety, many designs mimic non-medical

technology to avoid associations with illness. They can make the condition more discreet, or

more visible, depending on the user’s preference. Overall, aesthetic consideration works to

reduce or challenge stigma that is present for diabetics managing an otherwise invisible disease.

Figure 6

Decorative Stickers for Glucose Monitors (Pump Peelz, 2024; Type One Style, 2024; Pimp My

Diabetes, 2024)
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Conclusion

The importance of considering aesthetics at the expense of functionality when creating

technology is commonly up for debate. When the question is applied to medical devices,

technology meets stigmas, slim margins of error, and subjective ideals of beauty as form and

function overlap. The form vs. function debate is a false dichotomy. Of course, devices must not

sacrifice base features for visuals, but they cannot ignore them either. It is incredibly important

for medical devices to work well, but the definition of working well is more than just enabling

bodily function. Rather than take a side in the debate, the benefits of form are taken as something

that can be added to traditional device functions.

Research on relevant devices reveals gaps in the current feature sets of highly visible

assistive medical devices: there is a need for functionality beyond the physical. For one, a

device’s presence can change the user’s exposure to internal and external stigma, which is not

commonly addressed. Moreover, if the appearance of the device is not taken into account, there

can be severe psychological consequences. Beyond just eliminating a negative, it is also clear

that considering aesthetics in the design process can be beneficial; research has shown that

visually appealing medical devices increase psychological well-being and alleviate stigma. These

benefits should be maximized.

An investigation of three primary categories of highly visible assistive medical devices

revealed several ways that visual considerations can add to the functions of the device. Across

hearing aids, cochlear implants, orthotic braces, insulin pumps, and glucose monitors, attempts to

make technology more beautiful adds to a device’s list of functions. Devices can serve as

adornment and accessories. They can increase feelings of agency in populations vulnerable to

low self-esteem. They are more usable on a regular basis, which leads to better treatment results.
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Perhaps most importantly, better design for devices actively fights negative perceptions of

disability. The result is a technology that causes its user to feel more empowered in their own

body.

Future research is needed to explore the ways that in-depth aesthetic considerations can

be most naturally incorporated into the standard technology design process. Ideally, future

medical devices will feel appealing and personal right out of the box, without the need for

significant modifications. One emergent theme from the communities of aftermarket adjusters,

design researchers, and small businesses was the benefit of co-designing with patients. A

device’s functionality comes from the decisions made by its designers. In order to best augment

function with beauty, users should contribute from the start.
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